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Tracklist:
1 Heroes Gathering /Main theme (2:50)

2 Yì Bó Yúntiān/ Guangong (2:57)
3 Disturb Of Peace /Jesus (3:48)

4 Ragnarök /Odin (2:56)
5 Kneel Before The Thunder God /Zeus (3:02)

6 Wisdom, Justice And War /Athena (3:35)
7 Voice Of The Earth /Sif (4:31)

8 Song Of Harmony /Buddha (3:03)
9 Lord's Guidance /Moses (2:48)

10 Song Of Takama-ga-hara /Amaterasu (3:36)
11 Pharaoh's Curse /Anubis (3:32)

12 Chaos Abyss /Boss (2:42)
13 Goddess of the sea /Mazu (4:40)

14 Festival Melody /Santa (2:51)
15 Song of Valkyrie /Freyja (3:29)
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I've never played an Early Access game that took 25 minutes to finish. 3 weapons, 3 enemies, and 7 levels that all look the same.
Usually when a game comes out in Early Access it has some actual lasting content so players can get a taste of things to come as
well as provide feedback to the developer. The only impression I got from this is that it'll either take forever to finish or the
devs will abandon it.

This game is so early in development that it feels like nothing more than a prototype. The only feedback that can be provided
from this experience is to add some actual content.

If future content is going to be identical to what we see here, then it'll be just as dull and boring.

Oh yea, and you can play a slightly uglier version of this game completely for free on Newgrounds:
www.newgrounds.com\/portal\/view\/655182

So they decided to upgrade the engine and textures slightly and re-sell it for $2.

My full impression of this game is available here including a huge amount of criticism:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ya31xz0dExA. This has been a great demo. I have not had this much fun or been
challenged so desperately to survive in a very long time. Overload is the next True Six-Degrees of Freedom shooter. Made by
the original developers of Decent (the 90's 6-DOF shooter), this new "Revival" of their once great gameplay mechanics and
intense level designs has made me giddier than a schoolgirl. The demo is well designed and showcases their classic style of
movement and solid gunplay in highly revitalized and gorgeous graphical tech. Some people may be skeptical of flying though
tightly designed levels with little more to do then destroy, destroy, destroy. Sure, the aged style of gameplay and lack of
miscellaneous objectives that will be present will not engage all audiences; However- with that being said, Doom 2016 is the
classic style of Doom gunplay and level design that has once again captured the fun and challenge of the original arena style
shooters. So it is with Overload. This game will ensare the visual and auditory senses and create a level of suspense and thrill
through complex movement, tight gunplay, and well constructed levels that enhance and challenge both the movement and
gunplay in a way that is not present in most modern shooters. While I obviously am a sucker for the classics, I feel I can safely
say this game will please most audiences looking for a new tight knit shooter. I encourage all reading this review to try the demo
and stick with it for an hour to get comfortable with the controls and have a blast in challenge mode. Hope you all will enjoy it
as much as I did and thanks for reading my review!. no. not $3 worthy compared to some of the other outfits and you get so
many just for free.... Really good and fun hidden object game; highly recommended.. This is an intesting take to the simulated
life genre. I'm only a few hours into it and I find it intriguing but I do find some things frustrating:

Why do I have to travel to a park to run for free? Can't I just do that at home?

Why is the only important social dynamic dating? Can't I meet and hang out with friends?

Why can't I buy a burglary system and stay in a cheaper location?

Why can't I offer the 2nd bedroom in my apartment as a sublease?

Why is my computer only useful for games and can't help me study, check stocks, bank, etc.?

Why is the only thing I can gift a collectible?

I think the game could be a lot better but it's very possible I just don't know it well enough to know better. I don't think I can
recommend this game as it stands. But I was really hoping to.

Update: I have now completed all the achievements for the game and can affirm my original assessment to not recommend this
game. The daily grind can be fun but quickly can be monotonous and worse, it gets progressively easier. There are very little
challenges in the late stages of the game. Once you acheive financial independence, success is inevitable. Another frustration is
that you can simply choose to be anti-social and save yourself from the troubles of marriage and/or kids. You definitely can
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choose not to have kids because there is no sex drive in the game. There is also little randomness to the game, the notable
exception is that theft can be a possibility but you can basically only be sick if you are unhealthy. Again, this is pretty easy to
handle provided you don't go after a relationship.

Bottom line, This Grand Life attempts at a life simulator that isn't an overbearing micro-manager but I think the developer
missed the mark with that balance. There is a whole lot of nuance to our life's decisons and this simulator is too broad for my
tastes.

Specific criticisms:
* Dates take too long and are ridiculously costly. I do get that it's stretched out over a week and is more of a representation of
your wealth, but I did not like the optics of it. It's also strange that I have no choice in what I spend my money on?! I'd much
rather propose a cheap date and be turned down then be forced into an expensive and time consuming date with a meaningly less
secondary character.
* There is no real choice is a spouse; one partner is the same as the other. More specifically, spouses could have qualities that
benefit or hurt the family.
* Spouses should have individual goals that may change. For example, you may want kids, and your spouse may not. If those
goals don't match then Yahoo is off limits....except if you have contraception....and then there is a much lower risk of pregnancy
- but you both have sex drives, so....choose. Happiness could be affected by how many of the goals are aligned. A house activity
would be talk things out provided relationship is good. If relationship is bad, the character would need to work on that before
resolving these other issues.
*Goals should be permitted to be adjusted every so often. Life changes and often we have to readjust our ambitions.
* A limit of four employees is laughable. A second tier of management/sales should be there to pick jobs efficiently.
* Your character should dictate the influence of certain activities. For example, my lazy character should really enjoy TV - but
as far as I could see, this was a static "variable".
* Sex drive should be monitored. The effect of sex should vary with age, marital status, happiness, etc.
* There is ZERO negative influence for having more wealth as best I can tell. I think this is problematic and especially so when
it concerns happiness of both the character and his/her family. Money doesn't buy happiness.....I admit it helps but it is certainly
not the end-all-be-all.
* There is no influence of other people outside of family and even that is practically nil.

I could probably go on for a while longer. Suffice it to say that while I allowed the game to distract me for far too long, it's a
basic but still incomplete life simulator that I cannot recommend. I'll come back to it if I notice a major update but I think I've
worn this one out already.. Export to html, android, windows, android, ios or flas..

Very easy and posibility of scripts...and I have received the upgrades for free..

I could ask for 2d support.. but it is an amaizing program.
. There are a few good visuals, but it takes a bit more to make a game fun. The mechanics are a bit clunky, and the arena really
isn't fun. The idea of the redirect with the moving platform is a decent idea, not sure it is the best way to go about it. My main
issue is the price point. If this was $9.00 it may be worth it. I understand it is an early game, keep up the work.. now the game
might be really nice and good but the with the fact it cant be played on newer rigs and legit is missing files is just ashame, so
now all i have is a game that wont work which i want to play.. i have been tricked X_X
. The idea is simple yet clever - a bejeweled-like game that lets you clear the board in the rhythm of your favourite music.
Sounds like fun, right? Well, it's not. The beat detection - a core part of this game mechanics - is totally screwed up which
makes it pretty much unplayable.
First time, I played for about an hour before I grew irritated enough to uninstall the game. Second time, I got frustrated after a
few songs. Third time, I didn't even manage to finish the first song. There will be no fourth time, I'm more than sure.
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Playthrough. https:\/\/youtu.be\/86po0fevofM
This is one of those that comes together all in the end. The game is definitely spooky, and the suspense of what is going to come
next is what shapes this. Overall, I was hoping for something a little more as far as the activity in the game. I thought there were
places that the developers could take advantage of that were not. Maybe something to consider with an update or future projects
(:
. I have achieved enlightenment playing this with my hands occupied with the keyboard, now I am unironically play this for the
plot (most of the time). I LOVE this game. I saw it on sale and I picked it up on a lark, but the gameplay is a lot of fun and the
fact it makes you think about what path you're going to take and if you do something wrong, it punishes you for it, making you
want to strive to go back and do it a different way. Darn good game for the little amount of money. Totally pick it up.. The
game takes about 3-4 hours, at least that's how long it took me while going for achievements and doing a bit of exploring.

Do I think this game is worth \u20ac20? Not necessarily, but I do think it's a very beautiful game with a story that kept me
interested. That's why I finished the game in one sit where I usually get bored after about an hour. It's basically a walking
simulator with a very linear path. If you move away from where you're supposed to go, Lissie (your companion) will repeatedly
ask where you're going, giving you a hint as to not move from the objective.

When I saw this game was by Red Thread I instantly wishlisted it and bought it on release. I can't help it but I've fallen a bit for
Lissie. She really reminds me of Elizabeth from BioShock Infinite (I guess that's where the inspiration came from). I wish I
could've spent a bit more time with\/on her.

If you're into story heavy games and\/or walking simulators this game is for you, if you're willing to spend \u20ac20 currently
for 3-4 hours of gameplay.. To those who want to buy the game + dlc, just wait for next year feb 2020.
Metro Exodus will come back to steam next year.. A cynical rerelease of Nightork Adventures 1.
They barely changed anything.
Even if it weren't a terrible cash grab, the game is tedious, ugly and uninspired.
There are way better ways to spend $2.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RlXdWoliq_I. If you are interested in using VR to visit different/impossible landscapes (which I am), you
could do a lot worse than Senza Peso. I did have some brief motion sickness during it, but nothing major.. Given the ability to
attack and sprint, aim of the game is simply to clear arenas and take down bosses while searching for your long lost love.
Initially a little frustrating, after learning attack patterns it's much more enjoyable. Rooms didn't change drastically between
rounds but enough to keep things interesting. Lovely pixelart and a decent game for the price. Now to find those easter eggs.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FiDLLLuNYA0

@ Dev
Gamepad issues (wired 360),
Popup mentioned deadzone was out of range.
Soundfx needs a tweak, contact hits are too quiet.. GOOD ♥♥♥♥ING JOB GUYS! AMAZING HORROR GAME. Had a great
time playing Crucible Falls, great effort guys! The puzzles are a great challenge and rewarding when you solve them. Be
prepared to use communication and your puzzle-solving skills!

One of the things I appreciate most about this is honestly it's challenge level. I feel some game genre's have started to hold our
hands too much, and it's nice to see a solid challenge with minimal instruction. Makes you think rather than have glowingly over-
obvious goals.
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